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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this investigation was to conduct a 
follow-up study of the general clerical and secretarial 
majors of the classes of 1951, 1952, 1953, and 1954 of 
Beverly High School, Beverly, Massachusetts, to survey the 
employment and educational experiences of the graduates, 
and to determine the effectiveness of the business curriculum 
in preparing students for initial employment. 
Analysis of the Problem 
The following subordinate problems were included in 
this study: 
1. To ascertain the present occupational status of 
graduates. 
2. To ascertain when graduates were placed in their 
first positions. 
3. To determine the sources through which graduates 
obtained their first positions. 
4. To determine the number of graduates still with 
their original employers .• 
5. To determine the reasons graduates left their 
I initial positions. 
6. To determine the beginning salaries received by 
graduates on their initial positions. 
7. To ascertain how many graduates have taken 
additional training and to determine the areas of work 
pursued. 
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8. To determine the extent to which shorthand was used 
by graduates in their initial positions. 
9. To determine which office machines were most fre-
quently used by beginning office workers. 
10. To ascertain the duties which were most frequently 
performed in the areas of filing , typewriting , and bookkeeping 
by graduates in their initial positions. 
11. To ascertain if graduates felt that the training 
received in high school was adequate for their initial office 
positions. 
Delimitation of the Problem 
This investigation was limited to a study of the general 
clerical and secretarial majors of the classes of 1951, 1952, 
1953, and 1954 who followed the business curriculum for three 
years. This study included only the graduates who had com-
pleted either the course in office practice or in secretarial 
practice in their senior year. 
The study did not include a survey of employers as the 
Business Education Department of Beverly High School included 
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a series of teacher-employer conferences in departmental 
meetings during the past year. 
Justification of the Problem 
The practical business curriculum i .s the one which offers 
methods and materials actually used in business. Surveying 
former students is one of the best sources of information 
for planning effective courses. 1 Estelle Phillips, writing 
in the 1954 American Business Education Yearbook, says, 
"Without periodic follow-up studies, one cannot fully evaluate 
the business education offerings." 
2 In this same article, Phillips states that three groups 
receive a great deal of benefit from a follow-up study: 
Pupils currently attending school will find inspi-
ration a nd a fund of data for their study and guidance 
if they will review the business careers of their 
predecessors. The information from follow-up studies 
may be used to show pupils currently enrolled the 
skills required, the personality traits desired, and 
the work habits expected for initial employment. This 
information should be useful to them in determining 
where the greatest opportunities are for both place-
ment and advancement •••• 
A follow-up study will raise and help to answer a 
number of questions which should lead to the improve-
ment of the business course offerings of a school. 
1 Phillips, Estelle s., "Guidance Problems in Placement 
and Follow-Up," 1954 Yearbook, Eastern Business Teachers 
Association and National Business Teachers Association, 
Vol. XI, p. 269. 
2Ibid., p. 275-276. 
It will indicate which occupations are most fre-
quently entered by graduates and drop-outs, which 
occupations are entered within a comparatively 
brief time after leaving school, what training is 
required for these jobs, where the bulk of pupil 
enrollment should occur, what type of instruction 
is most meaningful, what equipment is used on the 
job, which operations may be learned on tbe job, 
and which operations should be learned in sch ool. 
• • • 
Follow-up studies are important to employers as a 
further means of establishing closer relations 
between business and school. One supports what one 
understands, and employers will have a better under-
standing of schools t h rough the pupils they employ. 
They will recognize that follow-up studies are 
mutually beneficial and they will be interested in 
the findings •••• 
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Although several teacher-employer conferences have been 
held at Beverly High School, a formal follow-up study of 
graduates has never been completed. In the near future, the 
school population will be doubled and plans are already in 
process for handling the increased enrollment. Therefore, 
the results of this study should provide valuable information 
to the school administration and business education faculty 
for planning an effective business curriculum. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter I includes the statement and analysis of the 
problem. In Chapter II a review of related theses is presented. 
The procedures used in conducting this study are presented 
in Chapter III. The analysis and interpretation of the data 
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received from the questionnaire and check list are g iven in 
Chapter IV. Chapter V presents the summary, the conclusions, 
and the recommendations, based on the findings of the study. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELA~ED LITERATURE 
The problem of preparing students for initial positions 
has been foremost in the plans of business education depart-
ments of all high schools, large or small. A careful review 
of some of the studies undertaken in this area was made to 
provide background information before beginning t h is survey. 
1 A study by Kunhardt in 1950 sought to determine: {1) 
the extent to which Roger Ludlowe High School was meeting 
the vocational needs of the community and business in train-
ing the business graduates; (2) the extent of specific 
employment standards or requirements in this area; (3) the 
speaific duties and skills most commonly required of Roger 
Ludlowe High School business graduates and the extent to 
which these graduates felt prepared to meet them; (4) the 
courses which the graduates felt were of the most, of some, 
and of little value; and (5) the improvements or chang es 
necessary in the training of Roger Ludlowe High School 
business graduates as suggested by the respondents. 
As a result of this study, it was felt that the admin-
istration was justified in placing restrictions on those who 
would take the secretarial curriculum, as a small number of 
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graduates were employed as secretaries. The majority of 
business graduates felt well prepared by the high school to 
use the manual typewriter, to do filing, to write business 
letters, to use arithmetic, to use English grammar correctly, 
to spell, to answer the telephone, to do bookkeeping or 
recordkeeping, and to meet callers. Office Practice was 
listed as the subject that business graduates thought could 
have been taught more thoroughly. More training in meeting 
callers and answering the telephone could have been given. 
The jobs performed most often by the business graduates were: 
filing , answering the telephone, typewriting, meeting callers, 
bookkeeping or recordkeeping, composing business letters, 
taking dictation, sorting mail, making out payrolls. 
A study based on the activities and duties most fre-
quently performed by office workers was made by Thatcher1 in 
1950. A data sheet and check list were sent to 157 graduates 
of Gardner High School. A total of 15~ or 96 per cen~ responded. 
The results of this study showed that: 
1. Seventy-six per cent of the respondents were 
doing office work at the time of the study. 
2. A large percentage of the respondents felt 
that their high school training was adequate 
for success on the job held. 
3. The respondents were practically unanimous in 
t h inking that the school should maintain a 
placement service to assist graduates in obtain-
ing e mployment beyond the initial job. 
4. All of the typing act :Lvities ranked in the 
upper half in total frequency of performance. 
Addressing e nvelopes, copying from handwriting , 
billing , and typing inter-offi ce corresp onde n ce 
had the h i ghest time-frequency rating . 
5. The bookkeeping activities ranked in the lower 
half as far as total frequenc y of performance 
was concerned. Those which had a time-frequency 
rating of 50 per cent or higher were: balancing 
cash, posting to general ledg er, making petty 
cashbook entries, making sales journal entries, 
posting to accounts receivable and accounts 
payable ledgers, ma king general journal entries, 
making purchase journal entries, and making 
combined or NCR cashb ook entries. 
6. The majority of the stenographic and secretarial 
activities ranked in the upper half for tptal 
frequency of performance. Those which had a 
time-frequency rating of 50 per cent or higher 
were: handling telephone calls, taking dicta-
tion in shorthan d and transcribing , doing office 
housekeeping, taking charge of off ice during 
employer absence, and keeping salesmen 's records. 
7. Considering the eighty-nine office activities 
listed as a whole, the ten wh ich ranked highest 
in total frequency of performance were: alpha-
betic filing by name, a n swering the telephone, 
filling in printed forms, addressing envelopes, 
handling telephone calls for employer, copying 
from handwriting , using Burroughs adding machine, 
folding and inserting letters, looking up cor-
respondence, and doing tabulation and statistical 
work. 
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In 1951, Toner1 conducted a follow-up study of the 1949-
1950 Business Department graduates of Arlington High School, 
1Toner, James J., Follow-up Study of 1949-1950 Graduates 
of the Business Department of the Arlington High School, 
Master's Th esis, Boston University, 1951. 
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Arlington, Massachusetts. The findings were based on a 
response of 90·.5 per cent which was obtained without use of 
a follow-up letter or card. 
Toner's findings were as follows: 
1. High school is terminal education for the 
majority of the graduates. 
2. The placement service of the high school did a 
satisfactory job in obtaining employment for 
the graduates. One hundred eighty-two gradu-
ates obtained their first office jobsthrough 
the school. 
3. Two hundred eighty-seven, or 90.5 per cent, of 
those in office-type positions were with their 
original employers. 
4. The m~in suggestions for improvement were the 
introduction of a cooperative training program, 
more machine training, more English, and more 
spelling. 
5. On the basis of the employment records, there 
appears to be a need for a course in retailing. 
In order to make room for this course, cusiness 
organization and economic geography, which were 
ranked of least value to students, should be 
cut to two or three periods a week. 
1 Another study in this area was one by Donahue in which 
he made a survey of the occupational opportunities available 
to youth of high school age in the city of Cambridge, to 
determine the future occupational needs of students who took 
the business curriculum, and to obtain data which would be 
1 Donahue, James, A Follow-up Study of the Business Gradu-
ates of 1948 and 1949 of Cambridge High and Latin School with 
Implications for Curriculum Revision, Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1951. 
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helpful in the revision of the business education program. 
The check list was sent to 418 students, of whom 247 replied. 
His finding s were as follows: 
1. A majority of the graduates obtained employment 
immediately upon graduation in a satisfactory 
initial job. 
2. The number of the graduates who have attended 
school after graduation from high school was 
comparatively large. 
3. The typewriter and the adding machine were used 
by a high percentage of the graduates. 
4. The personal qualifications of a secretary were 
listed .in the order of importance by the graduates 
as: personal neatness, sense of responsibility, 
capability, vocational skill, initiative, person-
ality, diligence, and loyalty. 
5. The majority of respondents had not met any 
difficulties when first employed. A few of the 
graduates had difficulty in operating different 
office machines. The findings indicated that 
more emphasis should be placed on spelling, punc-
tuation, business letter writing, and English. 
More training should be given in payroll work, 
the billing machine, and the dictaphone and edi-
phone. Some form of switchboard work should be 
taught to the seniors. More emphasis should be 
placed on office methods and procedures. 
6. Seventy -two per cent of the boys did some type 
of office work which indicates that they bene-
fitted from the high school business training 
program. 
7. The alphabetic, numeric, and subject systems of 
filing were the most prominent systems used by 
graduates. Many felt that geographic and soundex 
systems could be eliminated. 
8. Typewriting activities consisted of typing form 
letters, transcribing letters, billing, working 
on tabulated material, cutting stencils, taking 
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dictation at the typewriter, and some form of 
statistical work. The average speed ranged from 
40-60 wpm with emphasis on accuracy and neatness, 
rather than on speed, generally. 
9. Although only 12 per cent of the graduates reported 
any appreciable amount of shorthand dictation, all 
the graduates felt that a knowledge or shorthand 
was an absolute necessity in a business office. 
In 1953, DeLuca1 completed a survey of graduates or fiv~ 
classes of Wilmington High School, Wilmington, Massachusetts. 
Questionnaires were mailed to 333 graduates and a 78 per cent 
return was represented. 
The following results were pre'sented: 
1. The most frequent test administered when 
graduates applied for their first positions 
was the physical examination, followed by 
typewriting, intelligence, arithmetic, and 
transcription examinations. 
2. Twenty-five of the group had attended higher 
schools of learning. The main reason given 
was "to be able to perform my present duties 
with more proficiency" or "to obtain advance-
ment with the firm." 
3. In regard to the choice of subjects they would 
take if they had the opportunity to do high 
school work over again, eight replie~ 11 more 
office machines;" ten, "the straight commercial 
course with one more year of bookkeeping;" and 
three, "English classes should have pertained 
to English and not so much to literature." 
4. Sixty-six respondents were given on-the-job 
training in their initial jobs. Instruction 
in many office machines not found in the high 
school and further instruction on office machines 
found in high school had the greatest frequency 
for the type of on-the-job training. 
5. The subjects listed in the order of proven 
value to the graduates were: typing, Eng lish, 
filing, office practice, business math, short-
hand, social studies, bookkeeping, sciences, 
and commercial law. · 
6. One-half of those who h a d taken the bookkeeping 
course said they were properly prepared. A 
few of the graduates indicated that bookkeeping 
machines should be introduced in the sc h ool. 
Twenty-eigh t per cent were using the sing le-
entry system of bookkeeping. The five highest 
ranking activities were umaking purchase journal 
entries,u "making s a les journal entries," 
11 balancing cash," "posting to accounts receivable 
ledger,n and "making general journal entries." 
7. The four highest ranking activities in the steno-
graphic and secretarial grouping were "han dling 
telephone calls for employees,u "taking dictation 
and transcribing it," "composing letters at the 
typewriter," and "taking charge of the office 
during the employer's absence." 
8. The comment was made that there was a lack of 
knowledge in the use of long -carriage typewriters 
and in the familiarization with electric type-
writers. 
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9. Fifty-five per cent of the g raduates recommended 
an 'office mach ines course in the high sch ool. Of 
the machines recommended, all types of calcula tors 
ranked first, with comptometers a close second. 
Each of the above studies has brought out import a nt facts 
of considerable interest to all concerned with business edu-
cation. However, they are aimed at s pecific local situations. 
In order to have an effective business program, it is necessary 
to know the needs in your particular school and community. 
This should be done through a continual process of follow-up 
studies. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
The following procedures were followed in conducting 
this study: 
1. Similar follow-up studies were reviewed and ab-
stracted to provide background information for this study. 
2. Approval was obtained from the superintendent of 
schools and the principal of the high school to carry out 
this investigation and to use the permanent office record 
cards. 
3. A data sheet and questionnaire were developed for 
the purpose of collecting data. 
4. The instrument used for surveying the graduates was 
submitted to a seminar group at Boston University for criti-
cism and suggestions. 
5. The data sheet and questionnaire were submitted to 
the members of the Business Education Department at Beverly 
High School for their suggestions. 
6. The names and addresses of the business graduates 
from 1951-1954 were obtained from the office files. 
7. The revised questionnaire and data sheet and a 
letter of transmittal were sent to 185 graduates on January 17, 
1955. 
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8. On January 28, 1955, a second copy of the question-
naire and data sheet, accompanied by a follow-up letter, was 
sent to those graduates who had not responded. 
9. The data ob tained from the returned data sheets and 
questionnaires were tabulated and analyzed. 
10. Summaries, conclusions, and recommendations were 
made, based upon the findings of the survey . 
The questionnaire and data sheet were used to g ather 
information as it was not feasible to interview each of the 
185 graduates. After the first list of graduates was assembled, 
the list was submitted to members of the writer's classes for 
possible changes in names and addresses. 
Most of the questions on the survey form were comp leted 
by means of a check mark. The respondents were given an 
opportunity to include other items wherever necessary and to 
give additional information concerning their answers. 
A follow-up letter, accompanied by a second copy of the 
questionnaire, was mailed to those graduates who had not 
responded at the end of ten day s. 
The analysis and interpretation of the data r e ceived 
from the questionnaires are presented in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
The questionnaire was the medium used to obtain the 
information about the educational and employment experiences 
of the business graduates of the years 1951-1954. 
A total of 185 questionnaires were mailed; and as shown 
in Table I, l4o, or 76 per cent, were completed and returned. 
TABLE I 
RETURNS FROM QUESTIONNAIRES 
NUJ:nber Per Cent of 
Time Returned Returns 
O:rie week 75 4o 
Three weeks 125 68 
Five weeks 140 76 
The returns by individual classes are tabulated in 
Table II. 
I'·· 
TABLE II 
RETURNS FROM QUESTIONNAIRES BY CLASSES 
Number Number Per Cent of' 
Class Sent Out Received Returns 
1951 50 42 84 
1952 37 22 59 
1953 38 27 71 
1954 60 49 82 
Total 185 14o 76 
The above table shows that the class of' 1951, although 
farthest removed from high school in point of' time, had the 
highest percentage of responses, with 42, or 84 per cent, of' 
the questionnaires returned. 
TABLE III 
PRESENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE GRADUATES 
Per Cent of' 
Employment Status Number Returns 
Working full time 96 68.6 
Keeping house 25 17.9 
Attending school full time 16 11.4 
Service 3 2.1 
Total 140 100.0 
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Table III shows that 96, or 68.6 per cent, or the 
respondents were working rull time at the time or the study. 
Sixteen, or 11.4 per cent, were attending school rull time. 
One boy who was working rull time was also attending school 
part time. Twenty-rive, or 17.9 per cent, were married and 
keeping house. Twelve or those who are now keeping house 
have never been employed ror wages but were married immediately 
upon graduation; therefore, their returns were not included in 
the remainder or this study. One girl and two boys reported 
that they were members or the armed services. 
Berore 
Time 
TABLE IV 
TIME REQUIRED BY GRADUATES 
TO SECURE FIRST POSITIONS 
Number 
graduation 47 
At time or graduation 37 
Within three months 31 
Within six months 6 
Within one year 5 
Within two years 2 
Total 128 
Per Cent or 
Returns 
36.7 
28.9 
24.2 
4-7 
3.9 
1.6 
100.0 
A total or 84 respondents, or 65.6 per cent, were employed 
at the time of graduation rrom high school. Many or these 
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held part-time positions which became full time upon 
graduation. An additional 37 respondents, or 28.9 per cent, 
were employed within six months. The remaining seven were 
employed after further education. 
TABLE V 
SOURCES THROUGH WHICH GRADUATES SECURED 
THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Per Cent of 
Source Number Returns 
High school 84 65.6 
Personal application 22 17.2 
Family or friend 9 7.0 
Agency 7 5.4 
Newspaper advertisement 2 1.6 
Civil Service test 2 1.6 
College placement 2 1.6 
Total 128 100.0 
Table V shows that the graduates secured their first 
positions through many sources. The head of the high school 
business department was responsible for placing 84, or 65.6 
per cent, of the respondents. This large number of high 
school placements would seem to indicate that the placement 
service of the business department is very effective. 
,., 
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Twenty-two, or 17.2 per cent, of the graduates indicated 
that they secured their first position through their own 
efforts. Family or friends were the means through which 
nine respondents, or 7.0 per cent, secured their first jobs. 
·Agencies, including the U. s. Employment Service, were re-
sponsible for placing seven respondents, or 5.4 per cent. 
A total of six graduates secured their initial positions 
through Civil Service tests, newspaper advertisements, and 
college placement bureaus. 
TABLE VI 
REASONS GillEN BY GRADUATES FOR LEAVING FIRST JOB 
Per Cent of 
Reason Number Returns 
Better job 30 42.8 
Marriage 18 25.7 
Dislike of job 5 7.2 
Attend school 4 5.7 
Other 13 18.6 
As shown in Table VI, 30, or 42.8 per cent, of the 
respondents who answer~d this question left their initial 
positions for a better job. This fact presents an encouraging 
.picture to those concerned with placement and advancement. 
Eighteen graduates, or 25.7 per cent, of those leaving their 
first position did so to be married. Nine respondents, or 
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12.9 per cent, left their first job because of a dislike 
for it, or to attend school. The remaining 13 who left 
their initial positions did so for varied reasons. Some of 
t h e causes given were: "Work was seasonal;" 11 Pay was too 
s mall;" "I joined the Army;" nThe company moved and I had no 
means of transportation;rr "My husband was transferred to a 
new base; 11 "I was n ot on the Civil Service list;" ni was 
accepted by United Airli nes for training ;" and "My employer 
needed a girl who could take shorthand." 
TABLE VII 
NUlffiER OF DIFFERENT JOBS HELD BY GRADUATES 
Class 1 Job 2 Jobs 3 Jobs Total 
1951 22 11 9 42 
1952 10 8 3 21 
1953 17 6 2 25 
1954 36 3 1 4o 
Total 85 28 15 128 
A majority of the graduates held one job only during 
their employment period. Table VII s h ows that 85, or 66.4 
per cent, of the respondents remained with their orig inal 
employer. Twenty-eight, or 21.9 per cent, of the respondents 
2Jl_ 
worked for two employers; and fifteen, or 11.7 per cent, had 
three employers. The high number of respondents remaining 
with their original employer indicates that personality factors 
as well as skills were considered in initial placement. 
In response to a question regarding types of jobs held 
on initial employment, 108, or 84.4 per cent, of the graduates 
reported that they had done some type of office work. Thirty-
one, or 24.2 per cent, of the respondents indicated that they 
had been employed as secretaries or stenographers on their 
initial positions. This represented the largest number of 
respondents in any one category, a report somewhat contrary 
to current belief that shorthand usage is extremely limited 
among high school graduates. There may have been some danger 
of misrepresentation in this response as job titles are often 
not clearly defined and are left to the individual's inter-
pretation. The writer checked this possibility carefully in 
relation to other questions asked in the survey which would 
reveal the true nature of the duties performed and made changes 
accordingly in the tabulation. 
The positions held, in order of frequency of responses, 
were: general clerical, 23, or 18.0 per cent; bookkeeper, 
12, or 9.3 per cent; sales clerk, eight, or 6.2 per cent; 
messenger, seven; typist, telephone operator, and factory 
worker, six each. Other titles mentioned by the graduates 
included file clerk, record clerk, cashier, comptometer oper-
ator, bank teller, and credit interviewer. The responses are 
tabulated in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
TITLES OF FIRST POSITIONS HELD BY GRADUATES 
Number of Per Cent of 
Title of Position Graduates Returns 
Secretary-stenographer 31 2!-t-.2 
Medical 2 
Accountant 1 
Legal 3 
General clerical 23 18.0 
Bookkeeper 12 9.3 
Sales clerk 8 6.2 
Messenger 7 5.4-
Typist 6 4.6 
Telephone operator 6 4.6 
Factory worker 6 4.6 
File clerk 3 2.3 
Hospital record clerk 2 1.6 
Cashier 2 1.6 
Secretary-bookkeeper 2 1.6 
Comptometer operator 2 1.6 
Bank teller 1 .8 
Check teller 1 .8 
Club teller 1 .8 
Assistant to credit manager 1 .8 
IBM Key Punch operator 1 .8 
TABLE VIII CONTI NUED 
TITLES OF F IRST POSITIONS HELD BY GRADUATES 
Title of Position 
IBM operator 
Credit interviewer 
Accounts payable clerk 
Billing clerk 
Code clerk 
Bookkeeper-typist 
Number of 
Graduates 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Leg al secretary and title examiner 1 
Payroll clerk 1 
Cash ier-typist 1 
Administrative s pecialist 1 
Stock clerk 1 
Bond secretary and bookkeeper 1 
Learning field of stocks and bonds 1 
Total 128 
Per Cent of 
Return s 
. 8 
.8 
.8 
. 8 
.8 
. 8 
. 8 
.8 
.8 
.8 
. 8 
.8 
.8 
100.0 
Table IX shows that manufacturing concerns of various 
t ypes employed 51, or 39.8 per cent, of the graduates in · 
their first jobs. A large number of these 51 were employed 
by the United Shoe Machinery Corporation. 
The most frequently listed types of firms which employed 
graduates were: banks, which employed ten, 'or 7.8 per cent~ 
of the graduates; public utilities, nine, or 7.0 per cent; 
retail stores, seven, or 5.4 per cent; hospitals, seven, or 
5.4 per cent; insurance, auto sales and service, and the 
City of Beverly, five each ; and attorneys' offices and drug 
stores, four each. 
TABLE IX 
TYPES OF BUSI NESSES IN WHICH GRADUATES V!.'ERE EMPLOYED 
ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Type of Business 
Manufacturing concern 
Bank 
Public utility 
Retail store 
Hospital 
Insurance 
Auto sales and service 
City of Beverly 
Number of 
Graduates 
51 
10 
9 
7 
7 
5 
5 
5 
Per Cent of 
Returns 
39.8 
7.8 
TABLE I X CONT I NUED 
TYPES OF BUSI NESSES I N WHICH GRADUATES WERE EMPLOYED 
ON THEIR F IRST POSITIONS 
Number of Per Ce nt of 
Type of Business Graduates Returns 
Attorney's office 4 3.1 
Drug store 4 3.1 
Retail oil company 3 2.3 
Vfuolesale grocery 2 1. 6 
Off ice equipment 2 · 1.6 
Accountant's office 2 1. 6 
Dairy 2 1. 6 
Real estate 1 . 8 
Doctor's office 1 . 8 
Lumber 1 . 8 
Publishing house 1 . 8 
YMCA 1 . 8 
Bakery 1 . 8 
Brokerage house 1 . 8 
Finance company 1 . 8 
u. s. Air Force 1 . 8 
Dry cleaning 1 . 8 
Total 128 100.0 
. r) 
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The salaries received by t h e g radua tes on their initial 
positions are shown in Table X. 
TABLE X 
BEGINNI NG SALARIES RECEIVED BY GRADUATES 
ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Salary 1951 1952 1953 1954 Total 
~~ 20 - $25 5 4 1 5 15 
$26 
- $30 21 6 8 6 41 
$31 - $35 9 7 7 10 33 
$36 - $40 1 2 4 9 16 
$41 - $45 5 1 1 7 14 
Total 41 20 21 37 119 
Median $29 $30.50 $32 $34.50 
As shown in Table X, none of the graduates reported a 
beginning salary below $20 . Fifteen of the responde n ts re-
ported a beg inning salary of from $20 to $25 a week. The 
most-frequent salary range was $26 to $30 with 41 graduates 
reporting in that range. Thirty-three respondents received 
$31 to $35 a week as a beginning salary, and 16 received 
$36 to $40. Fourteen graduates reported receiving $41 to 
$45 a week. Nine graduates failed to answer this question. 
2 I 
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In 1951, the average beginning salary reported by the 
graduates was $ 29 a week. Graduates of the class of 1954 re-
ported an average beg inning salary of $34.50, an increase of 
$5.50 in beginning salaries over a three-year period. The 
majority of the graduates indicated that they had received 
at least one salary increase on their first jobs. 
Forty respondents reported tha t they had taken further 
training after high sch ool. Table XI lists t h e schools 
attended by t h ese graduates. Thirty-one, or 77.5 per cent, 
of the respondents who had further education after high sch ool 
continued their business training . The courses varied in 
length from two we eks for the machine training course to four 
years at the teacher's college. The programs followed by the 
graduates included: teaching of English; teaching of business 
sub j ects; nurses' training ; secretarial finishing course; 
federal tax course; secretarial work i n engineering; secre-
tarial work in foreig n trade; speedwriting; legal secretarial 
training; and training for tele phone service representative. 
Of the four girls enrolled in schools of nursing , two were 
students at the North Shore Babies Hos p ital. Eight g raduates 
reported that they had attended Burdett College in Lynn. 
: I 
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TABLE XI 
SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY GRADUATES AFTER HIGH SCHOOL 
Number of Graduates 
Name of School Attending 
Bentley School of Accounting 1 
Beverly Hospital School of Nursing 1 
Beverly Hospital X-Ray Technician School 1 
Boston University General College 1 
Burdett College, Lynn 8 
Burroughs School of Bank Bookkeeping 1 
Chandler School for Women 3 
City of Beverly, Adult Education 3 
Comptometer School 3 
Fisher Junior College 2 
IBM School 1 
Lasell Junior Colleg e 1 
Lowell General Hospital School of Nursing 1 
Mansfield Beauty Academy 1 
New England Telephone Company Training School 1 
North Shore Babies Hospital 2 
Northeastern University 1 
Salem Commercial School 5 
Salem Teachers College 2 
U. S. Army Finance School 1 
Total 4o 
Seventy-six, or 59.4 per cent, of the 128 graduates 
surveyed h~d taken two years of shorthand in high school. 
The number of graduates who used shorthand on their first 
position is shown in Table XII. 
~, • J 
• 
TABLE XII 
GRADUATES WHO USED SHORTHAND ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Number of' Per Cent of 
Answer Graduates Total 
Yes 45 59.2 
No 31 4o.8 
Total 76 100.0 
As shown in Table XII, 45, or 59.2 per cent, of the 
respondents reported that they had used shorthand at some 
time on their first job. Thirty-one of these 45 reported 
their primary job as secretary; seven, as clerk; one, as 
administrative specialist; f'our, as bookkeeper; one, as 
typist; and one, as billing clerk and part-time secretary. 
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It would appear, then, that shorthand is used to some extent 
as a personal tool for taking directions, writing reminders, 
and so forth, and for occasional dictation by an employer, 
for people not specifically hired as secretaries. Thirty-one, 
or 4o.8 per cent, of the respondents used no shorthand on 
their first positions. 
Table XIII shows the number of' graduates who took dicta-
tion of a technical nature on their first positions. 
'·· 
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TABLE XIII 
GRADUATES VfrlO TOOK DICTATION OF A TECHNICAL NATURE 
ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Number of Per Cent of 
Answer Graduates Total 
Yes 22 48.9 
No 23 51.1 
Total 45 100.0 
In response to the question "Did you take dictation of 
a technical natu~e?" 22, or 48.9 per cent, of the graduates 
who used shorthand reported in the affirmative. Twenty-three, 
or 51.1 per cent, reported that they took no technical dicta-
tion on their first positions. 
TABLE XIV 
TYPES OF TECHNICAL DICTATION REPORTED BY GRADUATES 
Number of Per Cent of 
Type Graduates Total 
Engineering 8 36.4 
Legal 8 36.)+ 
Medical 4 18.2 
Insurance 1 4.5 
Electronic 1 4.5 
Total 22 100.0 
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Table XIV shows that of the 22 graduates who had some 
technical dictation, eight, or 36.4 per cent, reported the 
use of engineering terminology. Eight graduates, or 36.4 
per cent, also reported legal-type dictation. Medical 
dictation was taken by four, or 18.2 per cent of the gradu-
ates. One person who had worked as a medical secretary had 
completed the medical secretarial curriculum in junior college. 
One person reported using insurance terminology, and one 
person reported using electronic terminology in dictation. 
TABLE XV 
GRADUATES WHO FOUND SHORTHAND SPEED 
ADEQUATE FOR SUCCESS 
Number of Per Cent of 
Answer Graduates Total 
Yes 39 86.7 
No 6 13.3 
Total 45 100.0 
Table XV shows that of the 45 respondents who used 
shorthand on their first job, 39, or 86.7 per cent, reported 
that their speed was adequate for success. Six, or 13.3 per 
cent, of the graduates felt it was not adequate. Reasons 
Bos{ o UnTver si t y 
School 0 ~ Education 
i brar y 
• , I 
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given by graduates for lack of success in the use of shorthand 
were: "Tne terms used were not familiar to me;" 11 I wasn't 
fast or accurate enough in taking the dictation; 11 "The vocabu-
lary used in school dictation was too easy; 11 11 My speed in 
taking dictation was not adequate;" "My shorthand background 
was weak and I could not make up readable outlines for new 
or difficult words;" and "The technical terms used slowed me 
up considerably. rt 
TABLE XVI 
GRADUATES WHO COMPOSED THEIR OWN LETTERS 
ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Number of Per Cent of 
Answer Graduates Total 
No 63 58.3 
Yes 45 41.7 
Total 108 100.0 
Table XVI shows the number of graduates who were required 
to compose their own letters on their first positions. Sixty-
three, or 58.3 per cent, of the graduates who held office-type 
positions were not responsible for composing their own letters. 
Forty-five, or 41.7 per cent, of the graduates were required 
.•..; 
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to perform this activity at some time. Many of the respondents 
requested that more work be given on this activity in school. 
The graduates who took direct dictation at the typewriter 
on their first positions are shown in Table XVII. 
TABLE XVII 
GRADUATES WHO TOOK DIRECT DICTATION AT THE TYPEWRITER 
ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Number of Per Cent of 
Answer Graduates Total 
No 70 64.8 
Yes 35 32.4 
No reply 3 2.8 
Total 108 100.0 
Table XVII shows the responses of the graduates in 
regard to taking direct dictation at t h e typewriter as opposed 
to taking it in shorthand or through a dictating machine. 
Seventy, or 64.8 per cent, of the graduates reported no ex-
perience in this activity, while 35, or 32.4 per cent, reported 
that they had taken dictation at the typewriter at some time 
during their first positions. Three graduates did not answer 
this question. 
Graduates were asked to check those machines wh ich 
they used regularly on their first jobs. The results are 
listed in Table XVIII. 
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Th e typewriter, manual or electric, was used by all 
respondents reporting office-type positions. The manual 
typewriter was used by 75 graduates, and the electric t ype-
writer wa s used by 33 graduates. The adding machine was 
used by 74 graduates. The use of the adding machine was 
not limited to office-type jobs, but was used by g r a duates 
in selling positions as well. The next ten machines in 
order of frequenc y of use by g raduates were: mimeograph, 
which was used by 22 graduates; comptometer, 15; Burroughs 
calculator, 15; bookkeeping machines, 15; liquid duplicator, 
15; switchboard, 15; Monroe calculator, lLq transcribing 
mach ine, 11; Frieden calc u lator, ten; a n d billing machines, 
seven. 
Machines used by from one to three graduates inclu ded: 
Ditto, Marchant calculator, Autostat, I BM Key Punch, electric 
cash re g ister, teletypewriter, Ozalid, postag e meter, grapho-
t ype, and I BM Check Sorter. 
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TABLE XVIII 
OFFICE MACHINES USED BY GRADUATES ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF USE 
Machine 
Typewriter, manual 
Adding machine, electric and manual 
Typewriter, electric 
Mimeograph 
Comptometer 
Burroughs calculator 
Bookkeeping machine 
Liquid duplicator 
Switchboard 
Monroe calculator 
Transcribing machine 
Kind: Dictaphone 2 
Audograph 4
5 No answer 
Frieden calculator 
Billing machine 
Addressograph 
Ditto 
Marchant calculator 
Autos tat 
Number of' 
Graduates 
75 
74 
33 
22 
15 
1.5 
15 
15 
15 
11~ 
11 
10 
7 
5 
3 
2 
2 
TABLE XVIII CONTI NUED 
OFFICE MACHI NES USED BY GRADUATES ON 'rHEI R FIRST POSITIONS 
ARRANGED I N ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF USE 
Mach ine 
Number of 
Graduates 
IBM Key Punch 
Electric cash re g ister 
Teletypewriter 
Ozalid 
Postag e meter 
Graphotype 
I BM Check Sorter 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
The kinds of electric typewriters used by the g raduates 
on their first positions are s h own in Table XI X. 
TABLE XI X 
KINDS OF ELECTRIC TYPENRITERS USED BY GRADUATES 
ON THEIR FI RST POSITI ONS 
Number of Per Cent 
Kind Graduates Total 
International Business Machine 21 63.6 
IBM Executive Model 5 15.1 
Royal 4 12.1 
Underwood 2 6.1 
Remington Rand 1 3.1 
Total 33 100.0 
of 
The IBM Electric typewriter was used by the largest 
number of graduates with 21, or 63.6 per cent, re porting 
that make. The IBM Executive typewriter was the next in 
frequency of use, with five, or 15.1 per cent, reporting 
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use of this model. Twenty-two of the 33 electric typewriters 
were equipped with elite type, and the remaining 11 had pica 
type. 
TABLE LX 
KINDS OF MANUAL TYPEWRI.TERS USED BY GRADUATES 
ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Number of Per Cent of 
Kind Graduates Total 
Royal 45 6o.o 
Underwood 19 25.3 
Remington Rand 6 8.0 
L. C. Smith 3 4.o 
W·oodstock 2 2.7 
Total 75 100.0 
ks shown in Table XX, the Royal was the most frequently 
used make of manual typewriter with 45 graduates, or 60.0 
per cent, of the respondents reporting that model. Nineteen, 
or 25.3 per cent, of the respondents reported that they used 
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the Underwood typewriter. The responses concerning the size 
of type were almost evenly divided with 37 graduates using 
machines with pica type and 38 using machines with elite type. 
TABLE XXI 
MACHINES WHICH GRADUATES FELT SHOULD BE TAUGHT I N HIGH SCHOOL 
Machine 
Electric typewriter 
Autos tat 
Clary Adding Machine 
Switchboard 
Bookkeeping machine--accounts receivable 
Audograph 
Ditto 
Total 
Number of 
Graduates 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
Forty-nine graduates reported that they used machines 
which were not taught in high school. Nine of the 4o felt 
that the machines they used should be taught in school. The 
electric typewriter was mentioned by three graduates as a 
machine in which more instruction should be given. The high 
school has increased its complement of electric typewriters 
since the three respondents graduated, so that t h is instruction 
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is now given. The instruction on the transcribing machines 
has been incorporated into the secretarial practice classp 
although the machines are not late models. Other machines 
listed in which graduates suggested instruction were: Auto-
stat, Clary Adding Machine, switchboard, bookkeeping machine 
with emphasis on accounts receivable, and the Ditto machine. 
The small number of graduates requesting more instruction on 
machines would suggest to the writer that if students are 
given a basic machine course, they are able to pick up the 
operations necessary for their jobs very quickly. 
TABLE XXII 
FILING SYSTEMS USED BY GRADUA'rES ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Number of Per Cent of 
System Graduates{} Total 
Alphabetic 85 78.7 
Numeric 57 52.8 
Geographic 19 17.6 
Chronological 2 1.8 
Subject 2 1.8 
Alphabetic -Numeric 1 .9 
Dewey Decimal 1 .9 
Code 1 .9 
*Graduates checked more than one system 
4o 
Graduates were asked to cheek the systems or filing they 
used on their rirst positions. Of the 108 who held orfiee-
type jobs, Table XXII shows that 85, or 78.7 per cent, or the 
graduates reported that t h ey used alphabetic filing on their 
first jobs. The numeric s y stem was reported as used by 57, 
or 52.8 per cent, of the graduates. Nineteen, or 17.6 per 
cent, of the graduates used the g eographic system of filing. 
Other filing systems mentioned by the respondents were: 
chronolog ical, subject, a combination alphabetic-numeric, 
Dewey Decimal, and a code system. The results listed in Table 
XXII would indicate that the greatest emphasis in the teaching 
of filing should be on the alphabetic system. This is the 
basis of practically all the ot her -systems which are not in 
frequent use and which can be learned on the job. 
Table XXIII shows the typewriting duties performed regu-
larly by graduates on their first jobs. The most frequently 
performed typewriting duty was filling in printed forms, which 
was indicated by 69, or 63.9 per cent, of the respondents. 
The typewriting duties listed next in order of frequency were: 
bills and invoices, 53, or 49.1 per cent; setting up tabula-
tions, 50, or 46.3 per cent; manuscripts and r e ports, 45, or 
41.6 per cent; rough drafts, 42, or 38.9 per cent; postal and 
index cards, 41, or 38 .0 per cent; master copies for the liquid 
duplicator, 41, or 38.0 per cent; and mimeograph stencils, 38, 
or 35.2 per cent. 
Other duties checked by graduates were: typing bank 
notices, typing work cards, typing credit records, t yping 
expense vouchers, t yping newspaper releases, typing medical 
and insurance statements, typing contracts, typing checks, 
typing forms used in transferring real estate, typing insurance 
policies, and typing purchase orders. If a majority of our 
graduates are to be trained for initial employment, the empha-
sis in advanced typewriting classes should be placed on the 
first eight items listed in Table XXIII. 
TABLE XXIII 
TYPEW~ITING DUTI ES PERFORMED REGULARLY BY GRADUATES 
ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Number of Per Cent 
Duty Graduates Total 
Fill in printed forms 69 63.9 
Bills and invoices 53 49.1 
Set up tabulations 50 46.3 
Manuscripts and reports 45 41.6 
Rough drafts 42 38.9 
Postal and index cards 41 38.0 
Master copies 41 38.0 
Stencils 38 35.2 
Telegrams and cablegrams 8 7-4 
Purchase orders 2 1.8 
of' 
TABLE XXIII CONTINUED 
TYEEWR ITING DUTIES PERFORMED REGULARLY BY GRADUATES 
ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Number of Per Cent 
Duty Graduates Total 
Bank notices l .9 
Work cards fron1 master orders 1 .9 
Credit records 1 .9 
Expense vouchers 1 . 9 
Medical and insurance statements 1 . 9 
Newspaper releases l .9 
Contracts l .9 
Checks 1 .9 
Lega l locati ons on real estate l .9 
Insurance policies 1 .9 
The graduates were asked to check those bookkeeping 
of 
duties wh ich they performed regularly on their first positions, 
and the results of this question are tabulated in Table XXIV. 
The most frequently performed bookkeeping duties were 
handling customer accounts and handling cash receipts and pay-
ments, wh ich were both checked by 39, or 36.1 per cent, of t h e 
108 respondents who had held office-type jobs. Thirty, or 
27.8 per cent, of the graduates indicated that the posting 
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operation was regularly performed by them on their first job. 
This activity can be closely connected with the above-mentioned 
duties. Next in order of frequency were: making up payroll, 
28, or 25.9 per cent; making journal entries, 20, or 18.5 per 
cent; making Government reports, 13, or 12.0 pe r cent; and 
preparing trial balance, 13, or 12.0 per cent. Two graduates 
reported handling accounts payable, and t wo graduates reported 
making balance sheets and statements of profit and loss. 
Other bookkeeping duties mentioned by respondents were: keep-
ing stock records, making bank reconciliations, checking bank 
controls, fi guring and recording salesmen's commissions, and 
making sales summaries. 
TABLE XXIV 
BOOKKEEPING DUTIES PERFORMED REGULARLY BY GRADUATES 
ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
Number of Per Cent 
Duty Graduates Total 
Handling customer accounts 39 36.1 
Handling cash receipts and payments 39 36.1 
Posting 30 27.8 
Payroll 28 25.9 
Journal entries 20 18.5 
Government reports 13 12.0 
Trial balance 13 12 .o 
of 
TABLE XXIV CONTINUED 
BOOKKEEPING DUTIES PERFORMED REGULARLY BY GRADUA'rES 
ON THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
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Number of Per Cent of 
Duty Graduates Total 
Accounts payable 2 1.8 
Financial statements 2 1.8 
Stock cards 1 .9 
Bank reconciliations 1 .9 
Bank controls 1 .9 
Salesmen's commissions 1 .9 
Sales summaries 1 .9 
The last item on the questionnaire was a request for 
suggestions for the improvement of the business program at 
.. 
Beverly High School. A large number of the graduates were 
extremely generous with their comments and suggestions. Most 
of the respondents felt that the business course they had 
taken in high school provided an excellent background for their 
post-secondary experiences. 
My school training has been very valuable to me. 
While I must conform to the rules of our office, 
I have been able to "teach" my employer some of 
the shortcuts and simpler methods taught me at 
Beverly High School. It was a thorough and com-
plete training which doesn't need too much, if any , 
improvement. My dictionary and the Typewriting and 
Transcription Aids, the "Bible" of the secretarial 
I ' 
practice class, are two valuable assets to me in 
my work. 
Another graduate reported: 
When spelling and vocabulary tests were given in 
my college _work, I came out on top, as the con-
stant drill in spelling and vocabulary given in 
business English and shorthand aided me a great 
deal. 
Specific suggestions made by graduates for improving 
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the training offered at Beverly Hi gh School are listed below: 
Shorthand 
1. Theory should be stressed more, as it is very easy 
to forget outlines. 
2. Shorthand speed should be increased. A boss doesn't 
stop, so speed is greatly needed. 
3. I think that three years of shorthand ~ necessary. 
4. A more complicated vocabulary should be used in 
dictation to get students used to writing unfamiliar outlines, 
rather than just the common business words. 
Office-Secretarial Practice 
1. If possible, devote more time to the teaching of the 
various office machines and allow a longer period of practice 
by students. 
2. I would have profited from a longer and more thorough 
course i n filing. 
3. Additional electric adding and calculating machines 
should be available for practice. 
4. A unit on the use of the telephone should be included 
in office practice. 
5. I think that some work on various legal forms such 
as deeds and mortgages should be given to seniors. 
6. Provide more practice on c omposing your own 
letters. 
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7. A knowledg e of a few simple machines which would 
come in handy to bookkeepers who mi gh t not use a t ypewriter 
would be very helpful. 
8. I think it would be good if some work in filing 
could be given for those students who cannot take office 
practice in their senior year because of poor g rades in 
Typing II. 
English-Spelling 
1. Put more emphasis on g rammar and spelling rather 
than on literature in English classes. 
General Comments 
1. Each student should have more actual work expe rience 
for teachers, with added responsibilities involved. 
2. The students shou l d understand that the subjects 
which are taugh t in school are just the fundamentals of each 
subject; and they should learn and understand t h em well, but 
not technically. 
3. More attention should be given to placement for "c" 
students. 
4. I would sugge st adding some type of social-study 
course which would cover such topics as the inexperienced vs. 
the experienced g irl, employer-employee relations, and some 
sugg estions on dealing with people in everyday business. 
5. I believe it would be to the advantage of the students 
if' they were allowed to visit different organizations to see 
people at work. It would be g ood if the students could see 
some of the advantages a large concern has as compared with 
a small firm, and vice versa. If the students were spoken to 
by persons holding different types of jobs, I believe that 
they would learn and understand a great deal more than the 
printed word in a book. 
A detailed summary of this data and specific recommenda-
tions based on the findings are p resented in Chapter V. 
CF__APTER V 
SUMW1ARY OF FI NDI NGS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR I MPR OVING THE CURRICULUM 
This investigation was conducted in order to survey 
the employment and educational expe riences of the graduates 
and to determine the e f fectiveness of the business curricu-
l um in preparing students for initial employment. 
One hundred eighty-five questionnaires were mailed to 
g raduates, and l4o, or 76 per ce nt, were completed and returned. 
The findings, resulting from analysis of the completed ques-
tionnaires, were as follows: 
1. At the time of this study, 96, or 68.6 per cent, of 
t h e res p ondents were employed full time; 25 were married a nd 
keep i ng house; 16 were full-time students; a nd three were 
members of the armed services. 
2. Of the 12 8 graduates who were e mp loyed after gradu-
a tion from high school, 115, or 89 . 8 per ce n t, secured their 
first positi0ns within three months of graduation. The 
remaining 13 graduates were e mp loyed after further training. 
3. The head of the high sch ool business department was 
responsible for placing 84, or 65.6 p er cent, of the respond-
ents in their initial positions. Twe n ty-two of the graduates 
indicated that t h ey had received their first positions through 
personal application. Other sources of employment mentioned 
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by graduates were: family or friends, reported by nine 
graduates; agencies, including the u. s. Employment Service, 
seven; newspaper advertisements, two; Civil Service test, two; 
and college placement bureaus, two. 
4. Eighty-five, or 66.4 per cent, of the respondents 
were with their original employer at the time of this study. 
Forty-three, or 33.6 per cent; of the graduates were employed 
by more than one firm during the period of their employment. 
5. Thirty, or 42.8 per cent, of the graduates who left 
their initial positions did so to secure a better job. Eighteen, 
or 25.7 per cent, of the graduates indicated marriage as the 
reason for leaving their first position. Other reasons g iven 
by graduates for leaving their initial jobs were a dislike 
for the job, and to attend school. 
6. One hundred eight, or 8~ .• 4 per cent, of the respond-
ents reported that they had done some type of off ice work on 
their first positions. Thirty-one, or 24.2 per cent, of the 
graduates reported that they had been employed as secretaries 
or stenographers on their first positions. Twenty-three, or 
18.0 per cent, of the respondents were employed as general 
clerical workers. Other positions held, in order of responses 
by graduates, were: bookkeeper, which was reported by 12 
graduates; sales clerk, eight; messenger, seven; typist, six; 
telephone operator, six; and factory worker, six. Other job 
titles mentioned by graduates were file clerk, record clerk, 
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cashier, comptometer operator, ban k teller, and credit inter-
viewer. 
7. Manufacturing concerns such as the United Shoe 
Machinery Corporation employed 51, or 39.8 per cent, or the 
g raduates on their initial positions. Ten graduates were 
e mployed by b anks; and pub lic utilities, such a s the tele phone, 
gas, and electric companies, e mployed nine graduates. Oth er 
t ypes of firms which employed g raduates on the ir initial jobs 
were: retail stores, seven; hospitals, seven; insurance, 
auto sales, and the City or Beverly, five each; and attorneys' 
offices, and drugstores, four each. 
8. The average b eg inning salary re ported by me mbers of 
the class or 1951 was $29.00 a week. In 1952, the averag e 
be g inni ng salary reported by gradua tes was $30.50; in 1953, 
$32.00; a nd in 1954, $34.50. An i ncrease of $5.50 in the 
averag e be ginning weekly salary is evident over a t hree-year 
period. 
9. Additional training after graduation from high school 
was taken by 4o graduates. Th irty -one of the g radu ates who 
had further education continued their business training . 
Graduates reported that they were enrolled in the following 
prog rams: teach ing of Eng lish; teach ing of business subjects; 
nursing; secretarial f inishing course; federal tax cour se; 
s e cretarial work in eng ineering ; secretarial work i n fo r eign 
trade; speedwriting ; training for tele phone service re presen-
tative; and le gal secretarial training . 
10. Seventy-six, or 59.4 per cent, of the graduates had 
taken two years of shorthand in high school. Of this number, 
45, or 59.2 per cent, reported some use of shorthand on their 
first job. There was some evidence that shorthand is used 
by people not specifically hired as secretaries. Thirty-one, 
or 40.8 per cent, of the respondents used no shorthand on 
their first job. 
11. Some type of technical dictation was taken by 22, 
or 48.9 per cent, of the graduates using shorthand on their 
initial positions. Eight graduates reported the use of engi-
neering terminology in dictation. Legal-type dictation was 
reported by eight graduates. Other types of technical dicta-
tion reported by graduates were: medical terminology, four; 
insurance terminology, one; and electronic terminology, one. 
12. Of the 45 graduates who used shorthand on their 
first positions, 39, or 86.7 per cent, reported that their 
high school shorthand speed was adequate for success. Lack 
of speed in taking dictation, and unfamiliarity with technical 
terms were the main reasons given by the six graduates who 
did not feel their shorthand speed was adequate for success. 
13. Direct dictation at the typewriter and composition 
of letters were duties reported by relatively few graduates 
on their first positions. Thirty-five graduates reported 
taking direct dictation at the typewriter, and 45 graduates 
reported that they composed their own letters on initial jobs. 
·' I 
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14. The typewriter was used by all of the 108 respondents 
reporting office-type positions on initial employment. Seventy-
five respondents rep orted that t h ey had used manual typewriters 
and 33 respondents reported they h ad used electric typewriters. 
Re gular use of the adding mach ine on their first position was 
r eported by 74 of the g raduates. The next ten machi nes in 
order of frequency of use by g raduates were: mimeograph, 22; 
comptometer, 15; Burroughs calculator, 15; bookkeeping mach ine, 
15; liquid d uplicator, 15; switchboard, 15; Monroe calculator, 
14; transcribing mach ine, 11; Frieden calculator, ten; and 
t h e billing machine, seven. 
15. The most frequently used makes of t ypewriters wh ich 
graduates reported on their first positions were: Royal, 45; 
IBM Electric, 21; Underwood, 19; Remington Rand, six; IBM 
Executive Electric, five; and Royal Electric, four. Sixty 
graduates reported using machines equipped with elite type, 
and 48 gradua tes, pica type. 
16. Forty -nin e graduates reported that they re g ularly 
used ma chines wh ich were not t a ught in high school. Nine 
graduates felt that instruction on these machines should be 
given. Machines which gradua tes indicated should be taught 
in school were: electric typewriter, Autostat, Clary adding 
machine, switchboa rd, bookkeeping machine, Audograph, Ditto, 
and electric calculators. 
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17. The filing s y stems in most fre quent use by g r a duates 
on t h eir first positions were: alphabetic, which was u sed 
by 85 graduates; numeric, 57; and g eographic, 19. Other 
filing s y stems reported by graduates were chronolog ical, 
subject, Dewey Decimal, and Code. 
18. The following typewriting duties ranked high in 
frequ ency of performance by graduates; fill in printed forms, 
wh ich was reported by 69 graduates; bills and invoices, 53; 
set up tabulations, 50; manuscripts and re ports, 45; rough 
drafts, 42; postal and index cards, 41; master copies for 
the liquid duplicator, 41; and stencils, 38. Other typewriting 
duties mentioned by graduates were: telegrams and cableg rams, 
purchase orders, bank notices, work cards from master orders, 
credit records, expense vouchers, medical and insurance state-
ments, newspaper releases, contracts, checks, legal locations 
on real estate, and insurance policies. 
19. Bookkeeping duties performed regularly by g radu ates 
on their fir~t positions, listed in order of frequency of 
responses, were: handling customer accounts, wh ich was re-
ported by 39 graduates; handling cash receipts and payments, 
39; posting, 30; figuring the payroll, 28; making journal 
entries, 20; making out Government reports, 13; and preparing 
trial balance, 13. Other bookkeeping duties mentioned by 
53 
graduates were: handling accounts payable, mak ing balance 
sheets and statements of profit and loss, keeping stock 
records, making bank reco nciliations, checking bank controls, 
fi g uring a n d recording salesmen's commissions, and making 
s a les summaries. 
Recommendations for improving the curriculum, based on 
the findlng s of t h is study, are presented on the following 
p a g es. 
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Recommendations for Improving the Curriculum 
1. Shorthand should continue to be offered to those 
students who qualify on the basis of the present requirements 
set up by the Business Education Department. This recommenda-
tion is based on the finding s of this study reported in Table 
XII, which shows that more than one half of the graduates who 
took shorthand in high school made use of their skill upon 
initial employment. 
2. In the latter part of the transcription course, a 
brief period of time should be devoted to various forms of 
technical dictation, such as engineering, legal, medical, 
insurance, and electronic, in order to help students become 
proficient in making their own outlines for unfamiliar termi-
nology used in technical dictation. 
3. Practice in composing letters should be given to 
the students in the secretarial practice and office practice 
courses. This work should be correlated wherever possible 
with the work of the English Department. 
4. Emphasis in the advanced typewriting classes should 
continue to be placed on filling in printed forms, typing 
bills and invoices, setting up tabulations, typing manuscripts 
and reports, t yp ing from rough drafts, typing postal and in-
dex cards, and t yp ing master copies and stencils. 
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5. Additional emphasis should be given to the teaching 
of numeric filing in the secretarial practice and office 
practice courses. 
6. Some instruction on the use of the switchboard should 
be incorporated into the secretarial practice and office 
practice courses. 
7. The course in bookkeeping should continue to emphasize 
the handling of customer accounts, handling cash, posting 
operations, payroll worlc, journal entries, and Government 
reports. Some work on the office machines commonly used by 
bookkeepers should be integrated with the Bookkeeping II course 
for those pupils wh o are not enrolled in one of the machine 
courses. 
8. Consideration should be given to the replacement of 
outmoded office machine equipment and furniture with up-to-
date models for more efficient training of students. This 
is particularly true in the matter of electric typewriters, 
comptometers, transcribing machines, and desks. 
9. The recently organized program of inviting local 
businessmen, secretaries, and others associated with the world 
of business to the high school to speak to business students 
should be continued and expanded. Some discussions on business 
ethics, employee-employer relations, and the problems of the 
beginning employee c ou ld profitably be included in this series. 
10. The practice of calling businessmen into depart-
ment meeting s for discussion of common problems sh ould be 
continued as t h is arrangeme nt proved mutually satisfactory 
to the school and to t h e businessmen during the past year. 
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A policy of inviting recent g raduates to t h e meeting s should 
be initiated next year. 
11. Periodic surveys of Beverly High School g raduates 
and their employers should be made in order that the business 
curriculum of the school may be constantly up to date and 
that the needs of students and community may best be served. 
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APPENDIX 
Dear Graduate: 
BEVERLY HIGH SCHOOL 
BEVERLY, 1-lASSACHUSETTS 
BUSINESS EDUCATION DEPART}~1T 
January 27, 1955 
This is ' just a reminder that we have~rt received your completed 
questionnaire which uas sent to you last week. The response 
thus far has been very good, but we want to lmow whnt you have 
been doing since graduation. "t-Jhether you are working, going 
to school, or keeping house, we would like to hear from you. 
In case you have misplaced the original sheet, we are enclosing 
a duplicate for your convenience. It takes only a few minutes 
of your time to check the answers, so why not do it r:i.eht now 
and mail it today •. 
Enclosures 
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